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The Russians to make enquiries for him about Agnes, and was told xxx   
That family had been bombed out and that there was no trace of them.  Xxx not believe that 
they make any enquiries at all) Agnes sent two xxx to see Foote, one an old Swiss doctor  
another a Swiss ??scientist who? travelled between Germany and Switzerland.   
  Note: Foote appears to be vey fond on Agnes, and has, I believe xx told the 
whole story.   
31Cover names. Not already given above: the two xxx Nicole’s both had cover names, which 
Foote cannot remember. Amma Müller xxx Anna. Germaine Perret – none so far as Foote 
knows. Bohny – none Bolli  xx Rozie. Hamel – Eduard. Olga Hamel – Maude. Tamara cannot 
remember. Tamara’s fiancé – does not know whether he had one. Sviatzki – Brown.  
Henrietta Bourgeois – does not think she had one. Suess – unknown.  Beurton – John. 
Hoffmaier – does not know. Droz – Droll. Madalena Cordes – Certa,  (note: German girl 
secretary in German Legation living with Brand-Roth, never used)  Foote in his traffic called 
Rado Albert, but Rado signed his telegrams Dora. (Swiss told Foote this: ! Blazer) In 
conversation with Hamel Foote called Rado Weber.  The cover name Rachel is not 
Duebendorfer (? Is this Rachel Dorrik xx Foote believes this was Pakbo’s political group in 
South Germany.   
32Dr. Bianchi arranged Rado’s connections with Italy through the Communist Party. Foote 
knows nothing about Rado’s connection with Italy except for the Schneider passport story 
(told in detail to Mr. Serpell), and for one source of information in the Vatican who appeared 
on reports as “Lily aus Vatican”. Questioned about sources in Germany and Austria, Foote 
said that be believed that Rado had connections about he knew nothing.  
33. Paul. Believes that this man was a Russian “because he did not any work”.  He was never 
arrested. Rado told Foote (? when) that he, Rado had connections with an individual in Zürich 
who had been told by Moscow to build up an independent organisation with its own cipher 
and W/T operator. Unto the W/T operator functioning xxx to communicate with Moscow 
through Duebendorfer to Rado xxx Duebendorfer had to write a postcard xxx  
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The Communist Party, who passed in on to Rado. Blazer was a personal friend of Muret, a 
well known Communist in Lausanne (Foote thinks he was the local chief). Foote knew 
intimately Colette Muret, Muret’s sister, who worked for the American news agency, United 
Press. Blazer was demobilised in December, 1943, and now chief of the Swiss Federal 
Railways in Paris. 
29.  Foote states that Hamel was dircreet under arrest, but that Bolli talked too much (? Did 
Foote this learn from Moscow or Blazer). 
30.  Agnes Zimmermann.  When Foote was asked about contacts in Germany, her he gave the 
name of a girl friend of his in München whom he had met at a dance in 1939, and with whom 
he had become close friends. He remained in correspondence with her. The last time he heard 
from her was in October 1944. She comes of a fairly well known München catholic family. 
Her mother worked for the G.I.S. (German Intelligence Service) during the war. Foote 
believes the whole family were anti-Nazi. Agnes was employed in the Wehrmacht in an office 
dealing with control )Kopkow said that she was in the personal censorship department. 
(http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm), and her sister worked for the 
administration in Denmark. Foote states that this relation with Agnes had nothing to do with 
R.I.S. until 1942 when Moscow wanted to sent a woman to Germany and suggested that 
Mickie should help her legalise in München. (Foote is holding back here because he must 
have told Moscow of Agnes’ existence and must have agreed a cover name for her). Anna 
was to instruct her brother in Freiburg to receive a W/T set and hold it until this woman (Inge) 
collected it. Foote was to tell Mickie what Inge’s instructions were for collecting the set. In 
April 1943 Anna’s brother Hans was executed and a little later Anna enticed to Germany and 
arrested. She was put into a concentration camp, and released by the Russians, and returned to 
Basel. (? How did Foote know this). Foote heard from Agnes that Inge had left München 
(presumably this means that she had contacted Agnes). As Foote heard from Agnes as late as 
October1944 he believes she was save up to the end of 1943. Foote did not correspond direct 
with Agnes, but through a friend of Agnes mother< Mme Brand-Roth, Murristrasse 46, Bern. 
Agnes and Foote used to write to Mme Brand-Roth, who would include the messages in a 
letter from herself. In 1939 Agnes was 26 and worked as a mannequin. They wrote on an 
average of once a month xx asked the xx  
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Foote does not know whether Paul (in Zürich?) ever actually xxx for Rado but he believes he 
did not. (AOB, queries start to repeating themselves) 
34.  Pakbo told Foote after Foote’s release that Rado xxx 
All communications with Moscow, sent a message through Pakbo xxx 
Chines Military Attaché to send to Moscow. Pakbo told him that Moscow paid xxx 
 Attention to this message. (? Was any mention made to Foote in Moscow)  
35.  When Foote was on a visit to Ascona (at the northern tip of Lago Majore) an unknown 
couple called on his concierge, and on his ferm de menage, telling a story that Foote had an 
affair with their sister, and had promised marriage, but had left her in the lurch. They said that 
they were trying to find out all about Foote’s friends, what restaurant he fed in and so on, in 
order to bear pressure to bear on him. In 1943, when Foote was again in Tessin, the same 
couple called making enquiries on him. It was not until the second visit that the concierge told 
Foote about them.  Foote believes that these people were Charles Martin and his wife as the 
description fitted, and he believes that Martin was trying to find out more about him. This ties 
up with an attempt which Martin made to lay hands on Foote’s papers one day and when 
Foote was visiting him – on a hot day Foote was invited into a room closely shuttered, and 
when he showed signs of feeling the heat, was invited to take off his jacket. Some minutes 
later Martin suggested they go out into the garden, and when they came back the garden door 
had locked behind them, so that his pocket book was away from his?  for some 20 minutes. 
(Foote is not very clear on this episode and might be asked to expand). 
36.  Sokoline was described by Foote as the former Under-Secretary of the League of Nations 
(Völkerbund), a Russian National (Were the Russians member of it?) who had refused to 
return to Russia  xx 
He had been kept by the Swiss  in residence force in Montana during (the war?)  
At one point he tried to get in touch with Moscow through the (Communist?) Party, but 
Moscow forbade any contact with him. Sekretan, Foote xxx when in prison tried to pump 
Foote about Sokoline and about xxx 
37.  Karl Hoffmaier in Zürich was, according to Foote xxx 
Party contact in Military Intelligence. Duebendorfer xxx 
On behalf of Rado xxx 
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38.  I (Mr. Serpell of M.I.5) asked Foote what he gathered from Blazer was the exact xxx 
Swiss knowledge of the network. Either Foote was too stupid to sort xxx 
Out in his mind, or he was unwilling to talk about it but he always xxx 
Switched the conversation away to points which were in my (Mr. Serpell of M.I.5) case of in 
xxx to me. 
39.  Charles Martin @ Lorenz.  He already possessed his own code, and Foote was instructed 
in 1943 to give him 3,000 dollars and a W/T transmitter with a signals plan. Foote called on 
him and arranged to bring the transmitter to the next meeting, when he was turned up the villa 
was shut. He therefore informed Moscow, to whom he had already made several protests 
about Martin’s lack of cooperation and asked whether he could break off contact with Martin. 
Moscow, however, told him that he was on no account to break contact, and gave him a 
message, signed Viktor, telling Martin that he must accept the transmitter from Foote, which 
was to hand Martin verbatim, Foote went along to the villa with the message xxx out and 
handed it to Martin, who destroyed it without reading it. Practically threw Foote out of the 
house, telling him never to come again. This was in July 1943. This was the last time that 
Foote saw xxx Martin. He telephoned to the house (Note: the telephone was the xxx name) on 
his release. Nisa entered the telephone and Foote hung (up?) xxx without holding any 
conversation. He had done this merely to see (whether?)  the Martin’s were still living in 
Lausanne or not. Foote described (Martin?) xx as of medium height with blank hair, thin 
pointed face scrupulous xxx if not overdressed, spoke with a southern French Marseilles xxx 
spoke German fluently (Foote is in no position to judge this as his xxx German is poor), and 
very little English. Elsa looks very Russian xxx slightly older than Martin, that is about 45 
now, blond hair xxx with fleshy way of dressing, possesses very lovely mink coat. The 
children? xxx Russia are about 18 and 20 years old now. Foote has some suspicion that? their 
passports are false in some way – either that they do not xxx to Moscow, or other places that 
they have worked for the R.I.S. xx  
40.  A propos Foote’s last remark, he said that Sonia (AOB, Ursula; German born Kuczynski) 
she xxx her German passport, from which Moscow had extracted the page or xxx or a visit to 
Russia and substituted fresh ones. Sonia told xxx  
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     A frequent practice of the R.I.S., and told him if he were in any trouble at any time to take 
an Intourist ticket to Russia, and they would remove traces of the visits from the passport. (I 
(Mr. Serpell of M.I.5) this was before the war broke out. (AOB, this latter is apparently 
without notice of the circumstances prevailing before 22 June 1941!)  
41.  Foote says that at the beginning of his stay in Moscow he saw the Director (Viktor) once. 
After that for about 14 months he was visited by the woman major about twice a week, until 
April 1946 when he was visited by a stranger who said that he was taking over from the 
woman.  Soon after this a very senior man came, whom Foote believed, by the attitude of the 
people with him, was the new Director.  This man spoke German, not English. He described 
him as below normal height, even for a Russian that is about 5’2’’ (AOB, say ≈ 1.60 m tall), 
very sallow complexion, mongol caste of face, round but not soft, yellowish eyeballs, black 
straight thick hair. Came from middle east Russia, slight build and a marked habit of rubbing 
the palm of his hands over his face.  
42.  Payot proprietor of the Libraire Payot in Lausanne. He served (?) Swiss Military 
Intelligence in Turkey in 1943, if not for longer.  Payot was a Swiss expert on ciphers for the 
federal police and for the General Staff. He cross examined Foote on Rado’s and Foote’s 
ciphers, and was extremely friendly with Foote after his release, going out to coffee with him 
and so on. He promised to tell Foote all he knew the cipher side of the case after Foote’s trial. 
(Payot had been demobilised at this time). 
43.  Foote’s passport. Foote had his original passport in October 1938. This was the first and 
only one he has had.  He renewed it in July 1943 for one year through the Vice Consul in 
Lausanne. He could not exactly remember when it expired, but he run out while he was in 
prison and a few days after September 8th, 1944, he called the Vice Consul, Lausanne, where 
he saw Miss Galland, the Vice Consul’s daughter, who took his passport and sent it to the 
Consul general in Geneva (Genf) to be renewed. This took rather less than the normal time 
and he was not questioned in any way about it. The Vice Consul Lausanne, or at any rate his 
office, must have been well aware of Foote’s release from prison as went around and 
collected food coupons for Foote, and got some ?ent? of Miss Galland and another girl of the 
office.  
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44.  Foote said that Rado in 1942 had orders from Moscow to send a set of radio valves to 
Berlin via a Swiss girl in the Red Cross. These be very grumblingly (against their will) 
provided, but the girl failed to make contact in Berlin and never handed them over. (AOB, 
this may point at a cross link between: Rote Drei and Rote Kapelle) Foote was told about this 
by Hamel, who knew the girl personally, and presumably found the valves for Rado. When 
Foote was leaving Switzerland Roessler (Lucie) told him to tell Moscow that he could be of 
use to the R.I.S. in the future, and that he would have good communications with Austria.  
45.  Foote knows that Roessler (Lucie) used to be paid 7,000 Swiss francs a month for himself 
and his sources.  Roessler had been prominent in the theatrical world in Berlin before 1933, 
but as he was of Jewish origin he took refuge in Switzerland. Foote believes he obtained his 
permission to stay in Switzerland by agreeing to provide information (?) about Germany. Or 
from Germany to the Swiss.  
46.  Rado during the war used to get money from the U.K. He always told Foote that this was 
part of the Geopress business. He was a drawer of maps. 
47.  Foote is very scornful (disliking) of Moscow’s arrangements about getting money to 
agents. At various times they were told to get money from Vichy (France) and from Paris 
when all communications with those places was quite impossible for them (=Moscow). As an 
example of Moscow’s lack of sense of reality he quoted the messages from them in 1943, 
when the whole group were worried about their safety in Switzerland: “Do not worry, we are 
sending you a famous American lawyer who will look after your interests  and protect you”.  
48.  Friends and contacts: 
   Brown,  
   Mrs. John  
   Franz Comb – Swiss 
   Roger Spiess & wife – Swiss 
   Dr. de Rahm 
   Dr. Meyer 
   Jacqueline de Pissy  (private secretary to Prince Nicholas of Rumania 

 
Gafencu 

   Aloise de Rham 
   Mme Leuba – Yugoslav origin 
   Philip Laski – nephew of Harold 
   Colette Muret 
   Baron Renbeau Dugage 

Saunders 
Saporetti 
Gerald Grant Chamberlain (Foote’s old friend from the Brigade days) 
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Foote’s outline of activities since 1936. 
 In December 1936 I went to Spain and in Jan 1937 I was posted to the british battalion 
of the 15th International Brigade then in course of formation Albacete. I was placed in charge 
of the bat. Transport later receiving the rank of sergeant which I held throughout my service 
in Spain. About the middle of Sept. 1938 I was informed that I could proceed to England on 
leave, after which I was proposed that I should drive a Red-Cross ambulance between 
England and Spain and vice-versa, and left Spain with a recommendation to that effect signed 
by Peter Kerrigan (political commissar at the base in Barcelona sometime in Glasgow P.C. 
organiser) addressed to a certain Winifred (?) Brown, a well-known English anti-fascist who 
had raised the necessary funds to provide the ambulance.  
 Shortly after my arrival in England the decision was taken to withdraw the british Bat. 
From Spain, and this project did not materialize. About this time I was informed by a certain 
Fred Copeman (a former commander of the British Bat.) that he had been asked by Springhall 
(a former political commissar of the 15th Int. Brig.) that an individual should be proposed for a 
dangerous mission abroad, and that I was chosen for this assignment. Copeman did not know 
the nature of this task, which, however, I accepted.  
 Then I applied for and received a british passport xxx which? was issued by the 
Foreign Office on about the12th October 1938. xxx indication supplied to me by a certain a 
certain Brigitte Lewis (the sister of Sonia, both German born Kuczynski, the famous 
Communists engaged in atomic-espionage), I ke xxx conspirative rendez-vous with a certain 
woman whom I later knew xxx as Sonia (Brigitte’s sister, the famous Ursula Kuczynski, who 
was intermediate to the famous atom-spy Klaus Fuchs) in Geneva (Genf). After several 
interviews with this personage xxx she? Informed me that I was suitable for the proposed 
task for which I had been chosen, and that I should establish myself in München. However, 
no definite indications were given to me of what this task would be, nor was I told for whom I 
would be working.  
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My instructions being that I should make as many German friends as possible learn the 
language (AOB, Hans Goulooze’s father was the leader of the Dutch Comintern section, and 
that their language of communication was German) and if possible something about radio-
telegraphy and not xxx telegraphy. I also was informed that it would be advantageous if I 
could make friends among the staff of the B.M.W. (Bayrische Motoren Werken; now also a 
well-respected car brand) in München. After receiving a some of money in Swiss francs 
(rather more than xxx hundred pounds) and for a further rendez-vous with Sonia for a date 
about three months ahead in Switzerland. I returned to ?? England.  
 I arrived in München about 11th Nov. 1938 and after staying a short period in a hotel 
and boarding house took a furnished room at Elisabethstrasse 2 where I stayed until my final 
departure towards the end of August 1939. 
 During the spring and summer of 1939 I paid periodical visits to Switzerland for 
meetings with Sonia at the first of these probably Sonia asked me if I could recommend a  
further individual for activity similar to my own in Germany, and with whom I would be 
willing to cooperate, and I gave her the name and particulars of a certain Leon Charles 
Beurton (Sonia’s later husband at least for some time, as she got quite many), who in early 
summer, came to Germany and established himself in Frankfurt am Main and entered into 
contact with me. He informed me that he had similar instructions to my own, except that he 
should try to make friends with members of the Staff of the I.G.Farbenindustrie at Offenbach 
near Frankfurt. (The I.G. Farben was the biggest industrial (chemical) conglomerate in the 
world)  
 Towards the end of August 1939 I came to Switzerland for a series of meetings with 
Sonia and in view of the imminent war did not return to Germany (AOB, where he certainly 
had been detained as a British citizen)  At one of these meetings Sonia disclosed her true 
name and address and that the object of her organisation was to work for the benefit of the 
red-army to the detrement of Germany. Immediately after the signing of the Russo-German 
pact at the end of August, Sonia told me that she had received instructions from Moscow to 
cease all activities against Germany and Beurton was recalled to Switzerland. 
 During the first months after the outbreak of the war, Beurton and myself paid 
frequent visits to Sonia’s Chalet near Montreux, where we received instruction from her in the 
construction and operation of a short-wave radio-transmitter.   
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 In early summer of 1940 Sonia divorced her husband who she stated was in Cina also 
engaged in activity for the red army and married Beurton some months later. (S had 
previously informed that he had been arrested by the Chinese but later learned that he had 
been released and was safe in Moscow) (AOB, strange as we have before noticed that beurton 
was engaged at I.G.Farben near Frankfurt). 
 During the late summer 1940 Sonia had been informed by Moscow, that she, myself 
and Beurton should prepare to leave Switzerland for Rumania, but our departure was delayed 
through lack of funds, ultimately being rendered impossible by the entry of Italy in the war.  
 In mid-summer 1940 Sonia began to have trouble with their German children’s nurse 
who threatened to denounce her to the authorities, and Sonia removed her short-wave 
transmitter from her chalet to another at Geneva (Genf)provided to her by a certain xx 
Nichole, and she paid periodical visits to Geneva to operate it.   
 During the summer of 1940 Sonia had been placed in contact with a certain Alexander 
Rado of Geneva (Genf) who was the resident director? Of a permanent Russian espionage 
organisation in Switzerland and whose communications with Moscow had been ended by the 
German occupation of Paris (Rado’s system of communications had been by means of micro-
photo to an address or addressee in Paris) Her (Sonia’s) main activity until her departure 
being to transmit Rado’s messages to Moscow and receive replies for him.   
 On the first of August 1940, I established myself in a furnished apartment in Geneva 
(Genf)  and commenced to train two radio-telegraphists for Rado. One Edmund Hamel a 
Swiss, and the other a Polish Jewess Suess. However, the latter proved useless for xxwork and 
towards the end of the year she left for the U.S.A. 
 In the meantime Sonia’s transmitter had been installed in Hamel’s flat in Geneva 
where it was worked in turn by myself, Sonia or Beurton who were (now) also living in 
Geneva (Genf).  
 Towards the end of 1940 both Sonia and Beurton received permission to leave 
Switzerland and proceed to England, it being deemed unsafe for them to remain in the country 
in view of the rumours circulated by Sonia’s former Children’s nurse about their activities.    
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Activities. Sonia and her two children left for England about the middle of December 1940, 
however Beurton remained in the country a considerable time longer being unable to the 
necessary (documents).  
 Before leaving for England Sonia handed me a radio-Pr? And a cipher with which I 
could communicate to Moscow (Moskau) and I was instructed to establish a radio-station in 
Lausanne where it was proposed that I settle and from an independent organisation. She alxx 
placed me in personal contact with Rado. She handed over her own code Beurton who took 
over the instructions to Hamel and operated the Geneva transmitter.  
 In the middle of December 1940 I took a furnished flat at Nr. 2 Longeraie, Lausanne. 
But was unable to exchange messages with Moscow until the 12th March 1941 owing to 
technical difficulties. 
 About the same time Hamel became proficient enough to open his own transmitter and 
Beurton broke contact with him, and a short time later his contact with Rado was ended. From 
this time Beurton remained without activity until his departure from the country about one 
year later, except that he provided me with certain information which he obtained from 
Chinese sources in Switzerland. Beurton ultimately left for England  on a special British 
passport under the name of miller , after the after Elinor Rathbone M.P. (Member of 
Parliament) amd others had made representations to the Foreign Office  in London.  He 
informed me that this passport had been issued by Mr. Farrel of the Geneva Consulate 
General.  
 From mid-March 1941until my arrest in Nov. 1943 I was in constant radio 
communication Russia except for a period of about 6 weeks in Oct./Nov. 1941 when Moscow 
was in danger and the technical services there were being moved to the east. Rado was also 
without connection during the same period. 
 From time to time Moscow put me in connection with individuals in Switzerland 
calculated to be of value to me building up an organisation, but my most important work was 
always to receive text from Rado, to cipher it and transmit it to Moscow. I was also constantly 
engaged in transferring comparatively large sums of money from the U.S.A. to Switzerland a 
large proportion of which was for the use of Rado. 
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 In the early part of 1942 I also trained a girl M. Bolli of Basel to operate a short-wave 
transmitter and installed one in a flat which had been provided for her in Geneva (Genf) This 
girl was engaged in transmitting telegrams for Rado and I rarely saw again except when Rado 
sent her to me with text.  
 After a meeting with a courier who it was later found to have been substituted by an 
enemy agent, I was ordered to break connection with Rado and lie low for a view month but 
to retain radio contacts with Moscow at regular intervals. I met his courier about the middle of 
April 1943 and broke contact with Rado about the middle of July of the same year.  
 At the end of September 1943, Moscow instructed to me to take up contact with Rado 
and he informed me that the girl Bolli considered herself under suspicion, and her transmitter 
had been removed from her flat. He also complained that he considered his position insecure 
in as much that he had been recognized by a person who he knew to be a German agent. A 
few days later he gave me a telephonic signal that his three* radio-telegraphists had been 
arrested, and after two or three personal meetings with me he went into hiding with his wife in 
Geneva flat of a certain Dr.  Bianci where I continued to visit him.  
 Contact was established between us and our arrested people through a left-wing 
prisoner guard, and we learned that the police had knowledge of a third which was believed to 
be working in Lausanne. I radioed all this information to Moscow and that I was informed 
that in spite of the situation I must continue my transmissions, but on a limited scale. I was 
informed that I must also take up personal connection with Rado’s two principal contacts with 
the sources of information, but only transmit their important news.          
 
* In the mean time Hamel’s wife Olga had learnt to operate a radio (transmitter) 
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 At this time Rado considered that his code could become known to the police and all 
his communications with Moscow were given to me verbally.  
 Rado informed me that he has sounded the British Legation in Bern if they if they 
would give him refuge and the transmit his cables to Moscow for him and that he had 
received a favourable reply (AOB, I strongly don’t think so)   He asked me to discuss this 
matter with Pakbot one of the two before mentioned principles with whom he had put me in 
touch and then make the proposition to Moscow. I talked over the matter with “Pakbot” who 
informed me that he had sounded the British through a certain “Salter” one of his sources that 
the project was feasible.  I therefore telegraphed this proposal to Moscow in my code and a 
negative reply was received by Rado in his cypher.  
 About this time Rado informed me that “Cissy” (Duebendorfer) the other before 
mentioned principal with his sources, had declined to have contact with me, giving as the 
reason her fear to have personal; meetings with an individual who operated a radio-
transmitter. Later Duebendorfer denied this and claimed that Rado had refused her request to 
our meeting. About this time Rado began to use his own cypher again for his communication 
with Moscow which went over my transmitter. Rado’s original fear that his code could be 
known to the police was later proved to have been correct, for the police having monitored 
my transmissions, were able to decipher these messages.   
 In the early morning of Nov.  20th 1943, whilst I was in radio communication with 
Moscow, the Swiss Federal Police inspectors Pasche and Knecht without warning broke down 
the door of my apartment and I was arrested.  However, I was able to put my transmitter out 
of commission and the two army technicians who accompanied them were unable to continue 
the communication as they had intended, the constant call sign of Moscow, and some of my 
variable call signs being known to them. 
 I was detained at the prison of Lausanne until September 1944 and was released on 
2,000 frs bail. I was told that at some future I must face trial under the neutrality laws. But 
inasmuch that I had not worked against Swiss interest, I should not receive a longer sentence 
than I has already spent in prison.             
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 Immediately on leaving prison I established indirect contact through a Geneva (Genf) 
lawyer H. Sviatsky and Pierre Nichole with Rado, and he informed me that he expected to 
leave for Paris in the next days, and that he would arrange for some contact between us and 
the Russian authorities in Paris.  In the meantime it was agreed that I should stay in 
Switzerland until I receive directives from them, and Rado and his wife Switzerland about the 
middle of September (1944). 
 In the weeks that followed I had a couple of interviews Bakbot who had always 
retained contact with Rado during the period the latter was in hiding, and had seen him 
immediately before his departure from Switzerland.  
 Pakbot informed me that his sources of informations still existed, and he was eager 
that this information should be transmitted to Moscow. However, he suspected that Rado had 
no intention os? of? re-establishing the connection inasmuch that he had left Switzerland 
without arranging a means by which this could be done in a conspirative manner. Pakbot had 
not been arrested nor had been questioned by the police.   
 At this time I also had a series of meetings with “Cissy” (Duebendorfer). Although at 
the time of my arrest (Nov. 1943) the police informed me that she was being watched, she 
was not finally arrested until about May 1944.  She told me that although my arrest 
terminated the connections between our organisation and Moscow, she continued to take, and 
pay for information from the principal source Roessler (Lucie) and the text of this information 
had been deposited in the safe of “Isaac: (Abramson) who held a diplomatic visa. She stated 
that Roessler knowing that the information which he was supplying was not being forwarded 
to Moscow after my arrest, had insisted that certain item should be handed over to the British. 
Duebendorfer stated that she had been forced to comply with his request, and that these items 
had been marked with a red mark and were, with the rest of the information in Abramson’s 
safe. He stated that it was necessary that Moscow should be informed of this as soon as 
possible.  
 I also had an interview with the principle source Roessler. 
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He had also been arrested and had spent about three months in prison. He informed me (the 
interrogator Mr. Serpell of M.I.5) that previous to his arrest he had been supplying 
information to the Swiss General Staff, and had been often used by them to verify other 
information on their behalf. He had been arrested because he had supplied Rado with 
information which had come into his possession whilst he was verifying on the Swiss General 
Staff. However, on his release he had been supplied by the Swiss General Staff with a 
document giving him more or less immunity from further arrest. This document he showed 
me (Foote), and said he (Foote) stated that he was in the position to continue to supply 
information from the sources he had formerly so much valued by Moscow.   
 In view of all this, I (Foote) decided that myself should go to Paris and inform and 
inform Moscow of the states of affairs in Switzerland.   
 I (Foote) arrived in Paris on about 9 Nov. 1944 and placed myself in contact Lt-Col. 
Novikov? at that time Chief of the Soviet Military Mission. With me I had information 
supplied both by Bakpot (Pakbot?) and Roessler (Lucie). Although Rado had left Switzerland 
six weeks previously he had not yet announced himself to the Russians, and the first question 
that I received from Moscow was about his whereabouts. 
 After the exchange of numerous telegrams I was instructed that I must come to 
Moscow for discussions by the first plane, which was due to leave about the end of Dec, 
however, it did not in fact take off until the 6th of Jan. 1945. 
 About the middle of De 1944, Lt.Col. Novikoff intimated to me (Foote) that Rado had 
been to see him, and I gathered from him that Rado’s version of the state of affairs in 
Switzerland was different from that given by me (Foote). I also met Rado by accident in the 
H.Q. of the Soviet Military Mission and he did not show any anxiety to discuss the situation.  
 Both Rado and myself (Foote) left Paris on the same plane about 6th Jan. 1944 1945.  
I travelled under the name of Alfred Lapidus and Rado under the name of ?Koulichev? (AOB, 
please consider Part I page 32) There was no conversation between us until we reached Cairo 
when we shared a room at the Luna Park.  
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 During a conversation Rado remarked that we both probably be shot for loosing for 
what was considered vital sources of information. I replied that we could not be blamed for 
what had happened and in any case the sources of information still existed and it was only a 
case of re-establishing the communications etc. I also informed him that I had telegraphed a 
considerable amount of from the old sources to Moscow from Paris. This appeared to trouble 
Rado very much, and although he did not say so, I gathered that his report to Moscow had 
must have announced the liquidation of the sources.  
 Later Rado left the room without a word leaving his hat, coat and luggage, and did not 
return. The plane left without him. (AOB, Rado went straight away to the British Embassy, 
was later interrogated by the Egyptian police, M.I. 5 troubled because all happened outside 
their jurisdiction, because all lays with the hand of the Foreign Office, but for whatever 
reason he left by plane Cairo and arrived in Moscow)   
 I arrived in Moscow about Jan. 16th and was given an apartment 2nd Izvosnya Ulitza, 
Nr. 29. Although all the individuals who visited me in the days that followed we were very 
friendly and it never it was said in actual words, it was obvious from the questionnaires that I 
was under suspicion. It was obvious to me that the Russians believed that my object of co 
xxx? To Paris at the instigation of the B.I.S.(?)  in order to provide? Information calculated to 
retard the advance of the Red Army, xxx seemed that they believed Rado had been arrested by 
the British in Cairo to prevent him exposing me. 
 About one month after my arrival in Moscow I was informed that the whereabouts 
Rado was known and the Russians stated that they would insist that they would insist that 
their representative should have a personal interview with him. I had the strong impression 
that they at that time to be a prisoner in British hands.  
 Some time later I was told that Rado had been interviewed but declined to come to 
Russia, but that means would be found to compel him to do so. About six months after my 
arrival in Moscow, I was told that Rado has arrived there and that enquiries in Switzerland 
had shown that he had misappropriated a minimum of of fifty thousand dollars and had been 
selling information to the British through Pakbot (Bakpot?) and Salter. Also that the report 
that he had handed in Paris contained numerous falsehoods.  
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I never at any time saw Rado in Moscow and his fate is unknown to me.  
 About this time I considered myself to have a clean slate as far as my passed work was 
concerned, I questioned that I may be allowed to retire from their service, and return to 
England. This request was declined, it being stated that I would be subject to “terrible 
persecutions” as my activities were known to the British. I was advised to learn Russian and 
prepare myself to stay and extended period in Russia where I could have “anything I wanted”.  
 However, I did not accept this and made proposals for further work abroad under a 
false passport. 
 At some later period I was informed that it was proposed to send me to China and later 
that I should go to Mexico in order to build up an organisation to work against the U.S.A. For 
both these projects it was proposed that I live under a Canadian passport. Neither of these 
projects materialized and I was informed that information was at hand that I stood high at the 
U.S counter-espionage service and that the British and dominion subjects in the Western 
hemisphere were being verified by them in order to unveil soviet agents. (I have reason to 
believe that Canadian passports have in the past been frequently used by the latter)  
 I was informed that the best plan for me to go to the Argentine under a German 
passport, where I would also be able to operate even in remote event of a conflict in which the 
Argentine would be the enemy of the Anglo-Saxon powers. Therefore at the beginning of 
March of this year (1947)  I come to Germany to obtain the necessary background. 
 On being released from prison I was informed by my lawyer Mr. Secretan of Lausanne 
that he also acted for a certain Chaumontel also of Lausanne. 
 It appeared that Chaumontel served as a Diplomatic courier Bucharest and Bern. 
During the period that I was in prison (after Nov. 1943) a personal friend of mine in 
Bucharest (Bukarest), who was the wife of Ghiolu at that time minister of National Economy 
Rumanian Government heard of my arrest and asked Chaumontel to find out the reason etc.    
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To this end she gave him the name and address of another personal friend of mine in 
Lausanne (here Foote lived) (Mme. De Rahm). 
 On arrival in Lausanne Chaumontel telephoned her (Foote’s lawyer Mrs?. Secretan) 
and posed several questions about me and asked the lady out for a diner. The phone was 
tapped and his conversation became known to the (Swiss) police. 
 The next time Chaumontel arrived in Switzerland from his tour, he was met at the 
frontier by police officers who accompanied to the presence of the Swiss Foreign Minsiter, 
before whom the diplomatic satchel was opened.  It was found to contain documents etc. 
which he was carrying for the benefit of a third power, and Chaumontel was working for me, 
but at no time had I any connection with him norr any of the before mentioned ladies any 
knowledge of my activities.  
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A.2.a  -  Miss Macer. 
 There follows a list of the secret documents carried by Mr Serpell (M.I.5) to germany 
today: 
 
(1)  Personal file for Alexander Allan Foote, PF 66965 
 
(2)  Two series of W/T messages in German (AOB, according to Hans Goulooze, the 
Comintern communicated in their W/T traffic in German language), with English annotations, 
comprising traffic between “Dora” and “Director” (the Superior in Moscow) between 1942 
and 1944 – source S.S.U. (Secret Service against USSR?)  
 
(3)  Set of Photographs of individuals connected with the Foote case. 
 
(4)  Brief for interrogation, prepared by B.1.C (M.I.5) (manuscript) 
 
(5)  Various typed manuscript notes prepared by B.1.c. 
 
B.1.c. 
18.7.47      Joan Paine. 
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AOB, one matter becomes apparent: the Kuczynski clan had been under British surveillance 
already before the war!  
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My future intentions in England by A.A. Foote. 
 
 I propose to write a book in order to expose the danger of Russian expansionist policy, 
which I feels sure would carry weight in view of my past history, and my connections with 
the Russian Espionage Organisation. 
 
 My reason for this, is that having seen and experienced communist methods during 
and after the war, make me feel that it is necessary that I should give publicity to what I now 
consider to be a great danger to the world, that is, the present Russian policy.  
 
 

Terminated 21 July 2019 
 
 


